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a b s t r a c t 
Venus is gradually losing some of its atmosphere in the form of ions through its induced magnetotail. 
Some of these ions have been reported previously to ﬂow back to the planet. Proposed drivers are mag- 
netic reconnection and deﬂection of pickup ions in the magnetic ﬁeld. We analyze protons and oxygen 
ions with eV to keV energies acquired by the ASPERA-4/IMA instrument throughout the entire Venus 
Express mission. We ﬁnd that venusward ﬂowing ions are important in the sense that their density and 
deposition rate into the atmosphere is of the same order of magnitude as the density and escape rate of 
downtail ﬂowing ions. Our analysis shows that during strong EUV irradiance, which occurs during solar 
maximum, the ﬂux of venusward ﬂowing protons is weaker and of oxygen ions is stronger than during 
weak irradiance. Since such a behavior was observed when tracing oxygen ions through a MHD model, 
the ultimate driver of the venusward ﬂowing ions may simply be the magnetic ﬁeld conﬁguration around 
Venus. Although the pure downtail oxygen ﬂux stays mostly unchanged for all observed EUV conditions, 
the increase in venusward oxygen ﬂux for high irradiance results in a lower net atmospheric escape rate. 
Venusward bulk ﬂows are mostly found in locations where the magnetic ﬁeld is weak relative to the 
interplanetary conditions. Although a weak ﬁeld is generally an indicator of proximity to the magnetotail 
current sheet, these ﬂows do not cluster around current sheet crossings, as one may expect if they would 
be driven by magnetic reconnection. 
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. 
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 
( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ). 
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0. Introduction 
Although Venus itself does not have an internally produced
agnetic ﬁeld, currents within its ionosphere and potentially
etallic core are still giving rise to an induced magnetosphere,
hich includes a magnetotail on the nightside ( Dubinin et al.,
013a; Luhmann et al., 2004 ). The two lobes of the magnetotail are
eparated by a current sheet. The current sheet coincides with a
lear enhancement in the > 10 eV electron intensity ( Dubinin et al.,
012 ) but is not very prominent in mission-averaged > 10 eV ion
ensities ( Dubinin et al., 2013b ). 
There is an asymmetry between two hemispheres aligned with
he instantaneous direction of the interplanetary electric ﬁeld (IEF)
n the ion properties ( Dubinin et al., 2013b; Intriligator, 1989 ) and∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 2402281982. 
E-mail address: peter.kollmann@jhuapl.edu (P. Kollmann). 
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019-1035/© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article uagnetic ﬁeld ( Rong et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2010 ). Models re-
roduce this asymmetry by different mechanisms (summarized for
xample in Du et al., 2013 ). The Venus Solar Electric (VSE) coor-
inate system organizes ion measurements well ( x aligned with
enus to Sun direction, y with the interplanetary magnetic ﬁeld
omponent perpendicular to x , and z completing the right-handed
ystem, roughly aligned with the IEF). Another asymmetry in the
on ﬂow directions is along the y -axis of the Venus Solar Orbital
VSO) system. (In VSO x points sunward, −y is along Venus’ orbital
otion, and z completes the right-handed system, roughly aligned
ith Venus’ spin axis.) The asymmetry was suggested to be caused
y Venus’ orbital motion relative to the solar wind or the Magnus
orce ( Lundin et al., 2011; Perez-de-Tejada, 2008 ). 
Planetary ions are picked up by the solar wind ﬂow, al-
hough not only by the IEF but also by proton lower hybrid
aves ( Dóbé and Szego, 2007 ). Not all ions are however ﬂowing
ownstream. Earlier reports on the observation of venusward bulk
ows did not focus on this or they dealt with very brief eventsnder the CC BY-NC-ND license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ). 
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I  ( Dubinin et al., 2012; Lundin et al., 2011; Masunaga et al., 2013;
Nordström et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2012 ). A statistical study
that explicitly discussed this behavior was done by Dubinin et al.
(2013b ). Average ion velocities were found to be small and
venusward in the −z VSE hemisphere. The VSE coordinate system
implies that the magnetospheric conﬁguration is stable during se-
lected time periods. However, the magnetic ﬁeld especially in the
−z VSE hemisphere is very time variable ( Rong et al., 2014 ) and the
magnetotail current sheet is often observed to be ﬂapping ( Dubinin
et al., 2012; Rong et al., 2015 ). Since this might smear out a cor-
relation between the occurrence of bulk ﬂows in certain directions
and proximity to the current sheet, we will look in Section 5.3 for
correlations between ﬂows towards Venus and the local magnetic
ﬁeld strength. 
The reason why the magnetic ﬁeld and current sheet location
are of interest is because one of the suggested mechanisms for
venusward ﬂowing ions is magnetic reconnection, which obviously
relates to the magnetic ﬁeld and usually causes ﬂows close to the
current sheet (for Earth see for example Petrukovich et al. (2001) ,
Birn et al. (2011) ). Magnetic signatures of reconnection were in-
deed found at Venus ( Dubinin et al., 2012; Volwerk et al., 2010;
Zhang et al., 2012 ). Also at Mars magnetic and electron signatures
of reconnection were found ( Eastwood et al., 2008; Halekas et al.,
2009 ). Some of the reconnection events at Venus were in com-
bination with planetward ﬂowing ions but these were very brief
and close to the limit of the instrument time resolution. Not all
venusward ﬂows are therefore necessarily driven by reconnection. 
A totally different reason for planetward bulk ﬂows is that
they simply emerge from the motion of ions in the magnetic
ﬁeld around Venus. Luhmann and Kozyra (1991) and Curry et al.
(2015) trace newly created pickup ions from Venus exosphere
through a magnetic ﬁeld from a MHD model ( Ma et al., 2013 ).
Although this approach is not self-consistent, they can derive
distribution functions for these ions that are consistent with
observations and describe a net precipitation of tens of eV ions
into the atmosphere (all over the planet but strongest close to the
terminator). 
It is generally believed that atmospheric escape from unmag-
netized planets via downtail ﬂowing ions is scaling with up-
stream plasma and solar parameters. For example, Ramstad et al.
(2015) found a factor ≤ 3 correlation between the escape at Mars
and solar wind density and EUV irradiance. The extreme condi-
tions during coronal mass ejections (CME) and corotating interac-
tion regions (CIR) enhance the escape from Mars by an order of
magnitude ( Dubinin et al., 2009; Futaana et al., 2008; Wei et al.,
2012 ). CMEs and CIRs can cause similar enhancements at Venus
( Luhmann et al., 2007 ) but there are also many reported cases
where the increase is at best a factor < 2 ( Edberg et al., 2011; Luh-
mann et al., 2008; McEnulty et al., 2010 ). All of these studies are
on net escape rates or approximations thereof. They do not sepa-
rate downtail from planetward bulk ﬂows. While the net escape is
an important quantity to understand the atmospheric evolution of
terrestrial planets, its scaling with upstream and solar parameters
may be misleading since the drivers of ﬂows in the two directions
are probably different. While it is known ( Dubinin et al., 2013b )
that the venusward bulk ﬂows are well organized depending on
the direction of the IMF, it is an open question if there are condi-
tions in the solar wind that trigger or states of Venus’ ionosphere
that promote such ﬂows. Since this may shed light on the physical
mechanisms that drives ions toward Venus and since it is useful to
understand the scaling of the escape rate, we therefore study cor-
relations with the upstream parameters and the EUV irradiance in
Section 5.1 . 
The structure of our paper is as follows: We start with a case
study of venusward bulk ﬂows in Section 3 to set the basis for
the statistical study that follows. One of the properties found inhe case study is that the ﬂow directions of different species are
ot always aligned, which is conﬁrmed statistically in Section 4 .
ection 5 analyzes how the ﬂuxes correlate with upstream and
olar parameters and where they occur. We discuss the impli-
ations of the venusward bulk ﬂows on atmospheric escape in
ection 6 . At the end we brieﬂy compare our ﬁndings with predic-
ions for different mechanisms that were proposed to drive plan-
tward ﬂows ( Section 7 ). 
. Data set and processing 
.1. Ions and plasma moments 
We use ion data from the Venus Express (VEX) spacecraft span-
ing from its arrival in 2006 until the end of the mission in 2014.
EX completed over 30 0 0 orbits in this period, each with clos-
st approach near Venus’s north pole. The main instrument used
n this study is the Ion Mass Analyzer (IMA), which is part of
he ASPERA-4 package ( Barabash et al., 2007 ). IMA is an electro-
tatic analyzer with magnetic separation. It measures ions between
0 eV/Q and 36keV/Q in 96 steps (with Q being the ion charge
umber). The spacecraft motion ( < 10 km/s) allows to measure
ons in the spacecraft velocity direction that have lower energies
 > 6 eV/M for Q = 1 , no spacecraft potential, and nucleon num-
er M ). Spacecraft motion and the elevation scan cause the energy
overage to be direction dependent. IMA measures the full 360 °
zimuthal range and scans over 90 ° in elevation for most energies.
ome directions are obscured by the spacecraft. Integration of a
ull velocity distribution takes 3.2min. IMA resolves protons, alpha
articles, and ”heavy” ions (deﬁned here as M / Q  16 like O + and
 
+ 
2 
). In order to calculate velocities and densities we assume for
implicity that all heavy ions are O + . 
Number density n and bulk velocity 〈  v〉 of the ions are calcu-
ated by numerically integrating over each measured distribution
 Fränz et al., 2006 ). In Section 5 we will calculate the ion ﬂux from
he product of number density and bulk velocity. Measurements
here the incomplete directional coverage is an issue for the nu-
eric integration are removed. This is discussed in Appendix A to-
ether with other details of the data processing. Our background
eavy ion density is ≈ 0 . 01 cm −3 . We therefore consider ion den-
ities below this either as zero (when calculating escape rates and
ean densities) or as invalid (when studying occurrence and ﬂuxes
f bulk ﬂows in deﬁned directions), depending on the case. We
how maps of some plasma moments in Fig. 1 . 
Please note that we express velocity vectors and ﬂow directions
n a coordinate system where the x -axis points downtail, opposite
o the usual Venus Solar Orbital (VSO) frame, where x points sun-
ard. We will refer to the x -axis also as the ”downtail axis”. 
.2. Magnetic ﬁeld and current sheet crossings 
Magnetic ﬁeld data is provided by the Venus Express magne-
ometer MAG ( Zhang et al., 2006 ). It consists of two triaxial ﬂux-
ate magnetometers, one on a boom, one on the spacecraft. We
se data with 4s time resolution. 
One of our uses of the magnetic ﬁeld is to identify when VEX
s crossing the magnetotail current sheet. We automatically search
hese crossings for times where VEX is on the nightside ( x < 0)
nd has a cylindrical distance ρ from the x -axis of ρ ≤ 0.7 R V (with
he Venus radius R V = 6051 . 8 km ). Our requirement for a current
heet crossing is that the total magnetic ﬁeld B tot drops below 5nT
uring a certain time interval and that the component B x is chang-
ng from −5nT to +5nT (or in the opposite direction) during the
ame time interval. The interval is selected to be 96 s, half the
MA integration period. We repeat the search for intervals that are
P. Kollmann et al. / Icarus 274 (2016) 73–82 75 
Fig. 1. Maps of mission-averaged medians of proton density (panel a), proton mean energy (b), O + density (c), and ratio of thermal to mean energy of protons (d). Logarithms 
are to the base 10. Densities below background were set to zero. O + measurements outside the magnetotail are instrumental artifacts. The plasma moments in panels a–c 
were integrated numerically ( Section 2.1 ), while panel d uses a Maxwellian ﬁt. Only good ﬁts without signiﬁcant suprathermal component are included. Each bin includes 
at least 10 measurements. The map uses the VSO coordinate system: x is along the Venus–Sun line and ρ is the cylindrical distance from this axis. Curved lines show the 
average bow shock and magnetic barrier locations from Martinecz et al. (2009) . 
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t  hifted relative to the original interval to ﬁnd also crossings that
appen to be at the border of two intervals. 
.3. Upstream conditions 
Parts of our analysis requires knowledge of the solar wind pa-
ameters upstream of Venus while VEX is within the magneto-
phere. The parameters we consider here are solar wind density
nd speed and the absolute value of the IMF. Since there is no si-
ultaneous measurement in the solar wind near Venus, VEX needs
o play the role of its own upstream monitor. We therefore search
imes where the conditions appear stable and assume that they
tay stable during the pass of the magnetosphere. For this, we use
h-long data that were taken near the nominal bow shock, but 2 R V 
utside from it. This distance was chosen since the bow shock dis-
ance from its focus point can deviate by about 1 R V from its aver-
ge ( Angsmann et al., 2011; Martinecz et al., 2009 ). The duration
as chosen since we require stability over the time inside the bow
hock, which is on average 3h. 
An upstream value of quantity X is stable according to our
eﬁnition if the relative standard deviations σ X / 〈 X 〉 and relative
ifference between in- and outbound 2 | X in − X out | / (X in + X out ) are
maller than ξ . For the total solar wind speed and total IMF
trength we use ξ = 0 . 1 . For the solar wind density we use ξ = 0 . 6
ince it varies more. A larger ξ increases the number of data points
or the price of less reliable results. 
.4. Ultraviolet light 
As part of our study, we also analyze correlations between ion
ows and the illumination of Venus with extreme ultraviolet (EUV)ight. Wavelengths < 90 nm have an effect on atmosphere and
agnetosphere since they are able to ionize the atmospheric CO 2 
 National Institute of Standards and Technology, 2015 ). The result-
ng electrons increase the ionospheric conductance and heat the
tmosphere in subsequent processes. This can inﬂuence for exam-
le to the bow shock location ( Russell et al., 1988 ). 
Here we use EUV spectra of the SEE instrument onboard the
IMED mission in Earth’s orbit that we integrate between their
owest wavelength, 1nm, and 90nm (equivalent to 1.2keV and
4eV) to get the irradiance (energy per area and time). We scale
he measurements at Earth to Venus based on the changing dis-
ances of both planets to the Sun. The EUV data is also useful since
t changes with solar cycle ( Fig. 5 , upper panel) and can therefore
e used, similar to the sunspot number, as a rough approximation
or general solar activity. 
. Case study of venusward bulk ﬂow 
We start our analysis with a case study of the magnetotail
rossing during 17 October 2008 (day 291 of 2008 if counted
rom day 1 on) that will be followed by a statistical study (from
ection 4 on). The case study illustrates some of the ﬁndings of
he statistical study and helps to interpret some of its results. 
During the studied day, VEX crossed the geometric magneto-
ail of Venus (deﬁned as ρ < 1 R V ) and passed close to its center
 ρ < 0.03 R V ). This took ≈ 40 min. Protons ﬂowing venusward with
4 km/s were observed for ≈ 26 min, which is 70% of the time
pent in the geometric tail. This long duration is very different to
he cases reported earlier ( Dubinin et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2012 )
76 P. Kollmann et al. / Icarus 274 (2016) 73–82 
Fig. 2. Color -coded directional distribution of the energy-averaged proton (upper panels) and O + (lower panels) differential intensity (ions per time, area, solid angle, and 
29 keV wide energy interval) during 17 October 2008. Black areas mark low or zero intensities, white areas were not sampled. Some directions do not have the full energy 
coverage and these intensities are assumed as zero. We use a Mollweide projection with the Sun in the center and North on the top. Red and orange regions in the center of 
the map show particles that are coming from the direction of the Sun. If these colors appear at the sides of the panels, then the particles move venusward. Protons do this 
most of the time, oxygen only in the later intervals. The limb of Venus is shown as a purple ellipse . The bulk ﬂow direction is marked as a green square with a blue diamond . 
The lower inset shows the VEX location (red) in the VSO x ρ-plane. The upper insets shows a timeline with plus symbols for the measured, black diamonds for the plotted, 
and red diamonds for the current times. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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t  and shows that the ﬂows can be relatively extended in time and
space. 
Fig. 2 shows maps of intensity measurements over the sky as
seen from VEX. Bulk ﬂows show up in the ﬁgure as spatially co-
herent regions of high intensity (red and orange colors). Flows that
are on the right or left edges of the maps and outside of Venus’
limb (shown as a violet circle) are directed planetwards. It can be
seen that the proton ﬂow direction changes over time from being
roughly perpendicular to the tail-axis to being venusward and back
to being perpendicular. The heavy ions behave similarly but there
are times where both species ﬂow in different directions. This is a
common behavior, as we will show in Section 4 . 
A time series of the magnetic ﬁeld is shown in Fig. 3 . The sign
change of the B x ﬁeld component along the magnetotail and the
similarity of | B x | to the total ﬁeld B tot is consistent with ﬂapping of
the magnetotail current sheet. A minimum variance analysis ( Song
and Russell, 1999; Sonnerup and Scheible, 1998 ) for each B x re-
versal conﬁrms this. Flapping of the magnetotail is also a common
behavior found at Venus as we will show in Section 5.3 . 
This ﬂapping is different to what was observed in the case
study of Zhang et al. (2012) . They found a signature of a magnetic
ﬂux-rope which may have formed during magnetic reconnectionhat passed VEX within 1.6 min. That we observe ﬂapping does not
ule out that reconnection happened elsewhere, since at Earth ﬂap-
ing and reconnection are often observed together ( Sergeev et al.,
006; Sitnov et al., 2014 ). 
. Shear between proton and oxygen bulk ﬂows 
Our case study ( Section 3 ) revealed that the bulk of protons
nd heavy ions can ﬂow in different directions. Fig. 4 is studying
his behavior throughout the mission. It is a scatter plot that
hows the relation between the ﬂow directions of coinciding,
ell-behaved proton and heavy ion measurements in Venus’
agnetotail. A large number of events fall near the diagonal of
he ﬁgure, meaning that proton and heavy-ion ﬂow directions are
ften aligned with each other. Still, there are a signiﬁcant number
f events in the lower right of the ﬁgure, indicating protons
hat ﬂow venusward and heavy ions that ﬂow at the same time
owntail. Therefore, when protons ﬂow venusward, heavy ions
sually accompany them but not the other way around. Protons
ow 1.7 times more often venusward than heavy ions. The latter is
he reason why in the later sections we mostly study proton ﬂows.
P. Kollmann et al. / Icarus 274 (2016) 73–82 77 
Fig. 3. Upper panel: magnetic ﬁeld components during the event of the case study 
shown in Fig. 2 . Lower panel: spacecraft location during that time. All coordinates 
are in the VSO system with x along the magnetotail and ρ the cylindrical distance 
from the x -axis. Blue shading shows the geometric wake of Venus ( ρ < 1 R V ) and 
green the time period where IMA observed venusward bulk ﬂows. (For interpreta- 
tion of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the 
web version of this article.) 
Fig. 4. Angles between the proton and heavy ion bulk velocity vectors and the 
downtail direction. Each asterisk shows single measurements within the magne- 
totail ( ρ < 0.7 R V , x < 0). Many measurements line up along the diagonal, i.e., 
both species ﬂow roughly in the same direction. Data in the lower right quadrant 
shows that it often occurs that only protons ﬂow venusward while heavy ions move 
downtail. 
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Fig. 5. Upper panel: change of the irradiance of 1–90 nm EUV light over the solar 
cycle. These wavelengths are suﬃcient to ionize CO 2 . Lower panel: relative occur- 
rence of venusward proton bulk ﬂows with Poisson error bars ( Roelof, 2015 ). It can 
be seen that the occurrence is highest for low irradiance. 
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c. Statistical correlations of Venusward ﬂows 
.1. Fluxes correlate with EUV irradiance 
Correlations between quantities at the unmagnetized planets
re often weak and competing with a general scatter ( Angsmann
t al., 2011; Martinecz et al., 2009; Masunaga et al., 2013; Nord-
tröm et al., 2013 ). We therefore chose to start our study with a
obust quantity, the relative observation rate of bulk ﬂows in differ-
nt directions. This rate only describes that ﬂows occur in a certain
irection, not how fast they are or how they contribute to the net
ate. More precisely, the observation rate is the number of mea-
urements of ﬂows in a certain direction within the deep magne-
otail (deﬁned as ρ ≤ 0.7 R V unless stated otherwise) divided by
he total number of reliable measurements in the same region. We
onsider three ﬂow directions: “downtail” for bulk velocities that
ave angles < 60 ° to the downtail pointing axis, “venusward” for
 120 °, and ”perpendicular” with angles in between. In Fig. 5 , lower panel we show that the relative observation rate
f venusward proton ﬂows is indeed found to change over time.
he upper panel illustrates that this coincides with the change of
UV irradiance over the solar cycle: venusward ﬂows are observed
n about 50% of the cases during low EUV irradiance and in only
bout 10% of the cases otherwise. 
After having established this correlation, we study how the ﬂux
number of ions passing an area per area and time) changes with
UV irradiance. The proton ﬂux shows indeed a similar correlation
s the observation rate, as can be seen in Fig. 6 , upper panel. The
ontrast between median ﬂuxes for the range of irradiance cov-
red during the VEX mission is about an order of magnitude. On
verage, the venusward proton ﬂux is decreasing with increasing
rradiance. However, since the ﬂux distribution is similarly broad
s the ﬂux change over the solar cycle (visible as large error bars),
 low irradiance does not always (nor everywhere throughout the
agnetotail) cause a high ﬂux. 
O + ions show a different behavior: Their venusward and per-
endicular ﬂux is higher during strong irradiance, see Fig. 6 , lower
anel. The downtail ﬂux stays mostly unchanged. In comparison,
he escape rate at Mars is very variable for high EUV irradiance
 Ramstad et al., 2015 ) and shows a trend for higher downtail ﬂuxes
ith increasing irradiance ( Lundin et al., 2013 ). What implications
he change in ﬂux with EUV irradiance has on the atmospheric es-
ape rate will be discussed in Section 6 . 
78 P. Kollmann et al. / Icarus 274 (2016) 73–82 
Fig. 6. Upper panel: correlation between the median proton ﬂux in different direc- 
tions (different colors, explained in the legend) and the EUV irradiance. Lower panel: 
same for O + ions. Errorbars illustrate the ﬂux variability (not a Poisson uncertainty) 
in time and space and enclose 1 σ of the measurements. For clarity the errorbars 
are only shown for venusward bulk ﬂows. It can be seen that not only the occur- 
rence ( Fig. 5 ) but also the ﬂux of venusward ﬂowing ions correlates with irradiance. 
Venusward and downtail ﬂuxes are calculated from the v x component. Since v x is a 
minor component in case of perpendicular ﬂowing ions, we describe their ﬂux with 
v tot instead. The contribution of protons from shocked solar wind is minimized by 
only considering ρ < 0.7 R V . This constraint is unnecessary for O 
+ ions and therefore 
the full region of the nominal tail ( Martinecz et al., 2009 ) is considered. All bins in- 
clude at least 100 measurements. (For interpretation of the references to colour in 
this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 7. Correlation between the relative observation rate of protons ﬂowing in dif- 
ferent directions (different colors, explained in the legend) and the upstream solar 
wind density. It can be seen that venusward bulk ﬂows occur more frequently when 
Venus is embedded in dense solar wind, while downtail ﬂows are mostly unaffected 
by this. Poisson error bars for each bin are shown. Only protons on the nightside 
with ρ < 0.7 R V are considered. All bins include about 50 measurements. (For inter- 
pretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to 
the web version of this article.) 
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w5.2. Venusward ﬂows occur during dense solar wind 
We use the upstream conditions derived in Section 2.3 (solar
wind density and speed, and absolute IMF value) and check if they
correlate with the observation of venusward ﬂowing protons. Only
the relative observation rate of proton ﬂows correlates with the
upstream plasma density, see Fig. 7 . Since solar wind density does
not show the same well-behaved change over the solar cycle as
the EUV irradiance, this ﬁnding here is independent to what we
showed in Section 5.1 . 
Venusward ﬂowing protons are observed in 50% of the cases
for relatively large solar wind densities of the order of 10 cm −3 
but only in 10% of the cases for densities of the order of 1 cm −3 .
Perpendicular ﬂowing protons show roughly the opposite behavior,
while the downtail ﬂows do not show a strong correlation. This ob-
served change in observation rate can be interpreted as a change
in the actual occurrence rate over time or as a change in the spa-
tial distribution (since the spatial coverage of VEX is biased to the
edges of the magnetotail). Further work is required to remove this
ambiguity. Different to Section 5.1 , we do not ﬁnd an associated correla-
ion in ﬂux. We discuss the absence of correlations with the other
pstream conditions in Appendix B . 
.3. Venusward ﬂuxes are found in weak ﬁelds 
If bulk ﬂows towards Venus are driven by magnetic reconnec-
ion then they might occur more frequently near the magnetotail
urrent sheet, as discussed in the introduction ( Section 1 ). This oc-
urrence is quantiﬁed well with the relative observation rate. We
herefore organize the observation rate of planetward ﬂows with
he local magnetic ﬁeld B tot , divided by the upstream ﬁeld B 
IMF 
tot .
 small ratio B tot /B 
IMF 
tot is an indication for VEX being in the cur-
ent sheet (although this is not without ambiguity, see below). A
iﬃculty when combining ion with magnetic data is that the ﬁeld
an change much faster than the IMA time resolution. In order to
ot miss the weak ﬁeld of a current sheet crossing, we therefore
se the minimum ﬁeld during each IMA period instead of simply
veraging over it. 
We only consider the period before 2011 here, where most
enusward proton ﬂows are found (see Fig. 5 ). The result is
hown in Fig. 8 . It can be seen that there is a strong correlation
espite the low IMA time resolution. Proton distributions found
n weak ﬁelds ﬂow in 70% of the cases clearly venusward and
nly in 20% of the cases downtail. This roughly reverses towards
tronger ﬁelds, where 50% of the cases show downtail and 20%
enusward bulk ﬂows. Using B tot or | B x | instead of B tot /B 
IMF 
tot , using
verage ﬁelds over the IMA integration time, or considering the
ull mission period yields qualitative similar results but with lower
ontrast. Using the upstream ﬁeld B IMF tot , however, does not show a
orrelation, see Appendix B . 
A small value of B tot or B tot /B 
IMF 
tot is not a unique feature of
urrent sheets. There is a population of cases where a small ﬁeld
as different reasons like a high plasma pressure or mirror mode
aves. This population cannot be too large, otherwise the mission-
veraged magnetic ﬁeld would not show a clear signature of the
agnetotail current sheet, as it is found in Rong et al. (2014) . How-
ver, it is still possible that the venusward ﬂows are coinciding
ith this other population. 
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Fig. 8. Relative observation rate of protons ﬂowing in different directions (different 
colors, explained in the legend) as a function of B tot /B 
IMF 
tot , the ratio between local 
and upstream magnetic ﬁeld. It can be seen that venusward bulk ﬂows are mostly 
observed in local ﬁelds that are weak compared to the interplanetary ﬁeld. All bins 
include about 40 measurements. (For interpretation of the references to colour in 
this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 9. Escape and deposition rates of O + as a function of EUV irradiance. Red: Net 
atmospheric ion escape rate, based on all measurements. Orange: deposition rate 
into the atmosphere, based on measurements of venusward bulk ﬂows only. Blue: 
upper limit for ion escape, based on measurements of downtail ﬂows only. Part of 
the ions that are ﬂowing downtail (represented by the blue curve) are replaced by 
ions that return venusward (orange). The net atmospheric escape (red) is therefore 
smaller than the pure downtail rate. Since part of the downtail ﬂowing ions will 
return to Venus, the blue curve is not representative of the escape rate. Vertical 
error bars show the ranges of irradiance considered in each bin. (For interpretation 
of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web 
version of this article.) 
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s  We therefore identify magnetotail current sheet crossings as de-
cribed in Section 2.2 . In 30% of the cases where VEX reaches to
≤ 0.7 R V into the magnetotail no sheet crossing is observed, in
0% of the cases a single crossing is found, and in 40% of the
ases the sheet was ﬂapping and multiple crossings are observed.
isual inspection of the data does not show a clustering of the
enusward ﬂows around times of sheet crossings. The ratio be-
ween zero, one, and multiple sheet crossings is very similar to the
alues given above when only considering orbits where venusward
owing protons were observed. This is suggesting that the occur-
ence of venusward ﬂows in weak ﬁelds cannot be used as an in-
icator to their proximity to the current sheet. 
. Implications of venusward ﬂows 
The implications of downtail ﬂowing ions are obvious, as
hey are a channel of atmospheric loss, and therefore have been
xtensively studied. In this section we study if venusward ﬂows
ave their own implications. We have shown that ﬂux and oc-
urrence of bulk ﬂows in different directions correlates differently
ith solar and upstream parameters. So far we only dealt with
bservation rates and local ﬂuxes. Here we will calculate the total
eposition rate of ions into the atmosphere and compare it to the
scape rate. Also, we consider if the observed venusward ﬂowing
ons signiﬁcantly heat the nightside atmosphere or can cause
trong nightglow. 
.1. Escape vs. deposition rates of heavy ions 
The deposition and escape rates (ions per time) are calculated
rom measurements of density n and the velocity component v x 
hroughout the magnetotail. We assume that the heavy ions are
 
+ . The average O + density of venusward bulk ﬂows is found to
e ≈ 1 cm −3 and scatters by more than an order of magnitude
hroughout the magnetotail and over time. Since the average den-
ity and scatter is very similar for the downtail direction, we can
xpect that the rates from bulk ﬂows in the two directions will be
omparable. We use a median ﬁlter that removes the lowest and
ighest 1% of the data and then linearly average n v x in intervals of
. Only data within the nominal magnetotail as ﬁt by Martinecz
t al. (2009) are considered. d  The net escape rate R is then 
 = 
∑ 
i 
〈 n v x 〉 i π(ρ2 i +1 − ρ2 i ) (1)
here 〈〉 i denotes the average over the i th ρ-bin. We ﬁnd the net
 
+ escape rate to be R = 2 × 10 24 / s . This is similar to the results of
edorov et al. (2011) (2.7 × 10 24 / s), Lundin (2011) (12), Nordström
t al. (2013) (5.2), and Masunaga et al. (2013) (5.5). We only pro-
ide one signiﬁcant digit since changes in the details of our calcu-
ation (number of bins, ﬁlter of biased data, extent of tail, etc.) can
hange the result by at least 40% ( = (max–min)/best value). This
lso implies that differences between different studies should not
e overinterpreted. 
We repeat the same calculation with only including measure-
ents of downtail ﬂowing O + ions, yielding 3 × 10 24 / s. This is
igher than the net rate calculated above since it does not take
nto account that some of the bulk ﬂows that are included here
ill turn venusward and not necessarily escape. 
The deposition rate of O + ions into Venus’ atmosphere can be
stimated with Eq. (1) by only including measurements that show
enusward bulk ﬂows. This yields 1 × 10 24 / s, which is 30% of the
ure downtail rate. Escaping and returning ions are therefore sim-
larly important for the net escape. Ions turning from downtail to
lanetward before being measured at VEX’ location will not con-
ribute to the deposition rate, so our value is only a lower limit. 
The venusward rate of protons is 3 times larger than the O + 
ate, i.e., 3 × 10 24 /s. This is only insigniﬁcantly higher than equiv-
lent ratio of net escape rates of the two species, which was
eported as 1.9–2.7 ( Barabash et al., 2007; Fedorov et al., 2011;
undin, 2011; Nordström et al., 2013 ). 
Calculating these rates under different EUV irradiation (with the
oinciding upstream conditions) shows that the net O + escape rate
ecreases by about a factor of 3 with increasing irradiance, see
ig. 9 . This is not due to a change in the behavior of downtail
owing ions (for example due to an increased shielding of the
tmosphere from the solar wind wind by ionospheric currents)
ince their ﬂux ( Fig. 6 , lower panel) and rate ( Fig. 9 , blue line)
o not change signiﬁcantly. It is rather caused by a change in the
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s  deposition rate of O + ions. Since more of these ions move back to
Venus during high EUV irradiance, the net escape decreases. 
All rates given so far are averages, as they can be only derived
from mission-averages. The average is different to the most likely
value, which can be estimated from measurements during a single
pass. The most likely value is represented better by the median
that is in this case about a factor of 13 lower than the linear aver-
age. 
The variability over time is usually quantiﬁed by combining
the standard deviations σn v ,i of single bins: σ
2 
R 
= ∑ i (σn v ,i π(ρ2 i +1 −
ρ2 
i 
)) 2 . The issue with this is that the result depends on the bin
size. The ratio σ R / R can range between 10% and 500% for 10,0 0 0
and 1 bins, respectively. 
6.2. Energy deposited in the atmosphere 
We calculate the total power deposited by planetward ﬂowing
ions into Venus atmosphere by summing over n v x 〈 E〉 similar as in
Eq. (1) , where 〈 E 〉 is the mean ion energy. Protons and O + ions de-
posit 60 and 14MW, respectively. Since bulk ﬂows may turn planet-
ward before being measured at VEX this is a lower limit. However,
we do not expect that this changes the deposited power by orders
of magnitude. 
One path how this energy can be converted into nightglow is by
exciting O atoms, which then relax under the emission of UV light
( DeMajistre et al., 2005 ). If we assume that all deposited energy
would go into this process then this would result in an emission
of 60R = 6 × 10 11 photons / (m 2 s) over the Venus disk, which is dim
compared to the observed 32kR UV nightglow of recombining N
and O that was produced on the dayside ( Gérard et al., 2008 ). Al-
though there is a variety of other processes that can cause night-
glow we did not ﬁnd any that would cause a stronger signal than
it is observed and already accounted for. 
Planetward ﬂowing ions heat the atmosphere via nuclear colli-
sions and subsequent heating by secondary electrons. The 74MW
of venusward ﬂowing ions is negligible compared to the power of
light illuminating the dayside: Integrating the average EUV irradi-
ance between 1 and 90nm yields several 100GW. 
7. Possible mechanisms of venusward ﬂows 
At the magnetized planets, magnetic reconnection is often as-
sociated with ﬂapping of the magnetotail current sheet and com-
monly causing planetward ion ﬂows that are close to this current
sheet ( Birn et al., 2011; Sergeev et al., 2006 ). Although reconnec-
tion has been suggested to explain observations at Venus ( Volwerk
et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2012 ), we do not ﬁnd support for this
theory in our statistical study: neither do venusward proton ﬂows
occur close to the magnetotail current sheet, nor are they more
common during periods of ﬂapping ( Section 5.3 ). Another ﬁnd-
ing at magnetized planets was that reconnection occurs more of-
ten during high plasma- β ∝ n / B 2 ( Masters et al., 2012; Paschmann
et al., 1986 ). We ﬁnd the opposite, namely that venusward ﬂows
occur mostly during large n (assuming that the solar wind den-
sity is proportional to the local proton density) and small B (see
Sections 5.2 and 5.3 , respectively). 
Lundin et al. (2011) noted that oxygen ions near Venus are grav-
itationally bound, which implies that venusward ﬂows might be
driven by gravity. If we consider gravity as a force competing with
another (like from the convective electric ﬁeld), then we would ex-
pect the heavy ions to be more affected by gravity, different to
what is observed ( Section 4 ). 
A mechanism that is left is that these ﬂows simply emerge from
the motion of single pickup ions in the magnetic environment of
Venus ( Luhmann and Kozyra, 1991 ). Given the nature of this, it is
no surprise that we observe ﬂows of different species that go inifferent directions ( Section 4 ). Curry et al. (2015) recently mod-
led the planetward ﬂux of O + ions onto Venus’ atmosphere by
his pathway. Their results can be compared with our observations.
hey ﬁnd a venusward ﬂux of ≤ 10 11 /(m 2 s). The median ﬂuxes
hown in Fig. 6 , lower panel are an order of magnitude below this,
ut using a linear average instead yields comparable ﬂuxes. The
enusward rate in their model increases over the solar cycle, which
s also consistent with our observations, see Fig. 9 . A discrepancy
s that their escape rate is increasing over the solar cycle, different
o what we observe. 
Further modeling is required that can then be compared with
he observations presented here to ﬁnd closure on the reason of
hese ﬂows. 
. Summary 
• We analyze proton and oxygen ion data in Venus’ magnetotail
taken by the ASPERA-4/IMA instrument throughout the Venus
Express mission. 
• The ﬂux of venusward ﬂowing ions is decreasing for protons
and increasing for O + ions with increasing EUV irradiance
( Figs. 5 and 6 ). The downtail oxygen ﬂuxes are mostly un-
affected by irradiance, however, the net oxygen escape rate
decreases with increasing irradiance (by a factor of 3 for the
irradiance covered during the VEX mission, Fig. 9 ). 
• Venusward ﬂowing protons occur more often (in up to 50% of
the cases) when Venus is embedded in a high-density solar
wind ( Fig. 7 ). 
• Venusward ﬂowing ions are mainly (in up to 70% of the cases)
found in weak magnetic ﬁelds ( Fig. 8 ) but do not correlate with
proximity to the magnetotail current sheet or ﬂapping of that
sheet ( Section 5.3 ). The absence of this relation does not sup-
port that the ﬂows are being driven by magnetic reconnection,
as it was suggested earlier. 
• The bulk ﬂows of different species in Venus’ magnetotail can go
in different directions. Venusward ﬂow occurs 1.7 times more
often for protons than for oxygen ions ( Fig. 4 ). 
• Venusward bulk ﬂows show a similar density as downtail ﬂows.
The deposition rate of O + into the atmosphere is 1 × 10 24 /s,
comparable to the net oxygen escape rate, which we ﬁnd here
to be 2 × 10 24 /s ( Section 6 ). This similarity needs to be consid-
ered when estimating the net escape rate from measurements
during a single orbits and when studying the scaling of escape
with solar and upstream parameters. 
• Venusward ﬂows predicted by a model that traces pickup ions
in the magnetic environment of Venus ( Curry et al., 2015 )
yields reasonably similar ﬂuxes and a similar variation over the
solar cycle. 
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ppendix A. Details on ion data processing 
Raw counts by the IMA instrument are separated into pro-
ons and heavy ions (accounting for instrumental cross talk), back-
round subtracted, and converted to physical units as described in
edorov et al. (2011) . We subtract one additional proton count per
ample to reduce background. This background shows as protons
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Fig. 10. There is no signiﬁcant correlation between of the observation of venusward 
ﬂowing protons and the upstream conditions shown in the panels. Upper panel: so- 
lar wind speed. Lower panel: absolute value of interplanetary magnetic ﬁeld (IMF). 
The ﬂuctuations of the shown curves change depending on the details of the bin- 
ning procedure and should not be overinterpreted. Vertical error bars represent 
Poisson errors, horizontal bars the extent of the bins. The bins include 40–170 mea- 
surements each. 
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 ar from the solar wind direction with average spectra resembling
he energy-dependent instrument eﬃciency. 
Measurements in the IMA instrument frame are converted to
 rest frame using the spacecraft attitude with a 12 s (elevation
tep) resolution. We correct the measurements for the spacecraft
elocity with 3.2 min (integration time) resolution. This correction
onserves the phase space density of each ion measurement but
hanges the ion velocity and energy. We rebin the new energies
nto 110 logarithmically spaced intervals between 3 eV and 30 keV
nd the ion directions into 64 × 32 intervals. 
One diﬃculty when calculating plasma moments is that IMA
oes not measure all directions. It can happen that the calculated
ulk velocity points into a direction that was not sampled. In such
ases the velocity is approximately right but the density will be
nderestimated. Since we are interested in reliable densities, we
herefore reject the measurement if the sampling in a 15 ° cone
round the bulk velocity vector is less than 50%. Sometimes the
irectional distributions show more than one peak, even in adja-
ent measurements. In most of these cases the bulk velocity is in
he direction of the strongest peak, i.e., the calculated velocity is
till meaningful. To further remove measurements where the lim-
ted directional coverage is an issue, we split the velocity distribu-
ion into 3 sectors: parallel and anti-parallel to the tail ( x ) axis, and
erpendicular to it. Different coverage of these sectors will cause a
ias in the velocity calculation. We therefore exclude times where
MA covered less than 20% in one of these sectors. Requiring a
maller bias only reduces statistics without signiﬁcantly changing
ur results. The described ﬁlters remove about 40% (for protons) to
0% (for heavy ions) of the measurements in the tail. 
Measurements at low energies are modiﬁed by the spacecraft
otential, which is typically below 10 V. This potential can some-
imes be determined from electron measurements by the energy
hift of atmospheric photoelectrons ( Fränz et al., 2006 ) or attracted
elatively stationary electrons. In this work we mostly study the
agnetotail, which shows few electrons in general and no features
hat could be used to determine the spacecraft potential. Instead of
ssuming some non-zero potential, we tested the effect a poten-
ial has on our measurements and found that it does not change
he qualitative conclusions of this paper. Although the potential
ay affect the bulk velocity direction it generally cannot switch
enusward to downtail ﬂows. 
ppendix B. Absence of further correlations 
We were not able to ﬁnd a robust correlation between the oc-
urrence of venusward proton ﬂows and the solar wind speed and
he IMF value. This is illustrated in Fig. 10 . The ﬂuctuations shown
hange depending on the details of the binning procedure and
hould not be overinterpreted. 
Finding correlations requires appropriate ﬁltering and precise
pstream conditions. For example, we only found the correlations
escribed in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 after introducing a stronger ﬁl-
er, which required the ﬂows to have an angle of > 120 ° instead of
ust > 90 °. We therefore want to caution the reader that although
here is no evidence for further correlations they cannot be entirely
uled out. 
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